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                                                                        CHAPTER 06 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

 

6.1 Conclusion 

Analyzing of effects of lightning in overhead distribution Substations offers 

alternative options to reduce flashovers caused by lightning on overhead distribution 

lines. In addition, this information can be applied for the purposes of giving 

information about outage rate of the overhead distribution line to designer, for a 

better selection of substation installation to meet reliability criteria.  This practical 

method can be easily applied by planning and design engineers to evaluate lightning 

performance of the distribution substation in a given area. It depends on the location 

and may be unique for the location.  

Following are the difficulties associate with design 

1. Any design of Direct Lightning Stroke protection depends on the 

probabilistic nature of lightning phenomena.  

2. Lack of data due to infrequency of lightning strokes in the area considered 

3. It is needed to test the transformer to check failure time lag for different 

impulse level. There are  Complexity & economics involved in analyzing a 

system in detail 

4. No known practical method of providing 100% shielding 

5. Environmental shielding cannot be evaluated correctly  

6.  There are  number of other variables, such as, effects of altitude on BIL, state 

(cleanliness) of the insulators, aging effect of equipment on failure, 

temperature variations, etc and Loading of the transformer and the Number of 

LT Feeders 
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7. Maximum possible resistance for earth electrode of lightning arrester depend 

on  

 Ground Flash Density of the location 

 Substation Line arrangement and line length 

 Substation configuration (Method of installation) 

 Earth Resistivity 

 Arrester lead length 

 Number of earth electrodes 

It is observed that earth electrode resistance less than 10 Ohm is not valid always. It 

depends on several factors. Down lead wire should be kept at minimum value. For 

the double pole mounted transformer it may be 4.5 m. Then earth electrode resistance 

for 15kA peak current can be decided. 

Proper grounding system design is also an integral part of the total solution and 

should be addressed during the installation of the substation in each location. 

 

6.2 Future Work 

When the lightning hits the line surge current flows through the lightning arrester and 

to the earth. In the configuration 2, lightning arrester is earthed via the transformer 

body. Then there is a potential rise in the transformer body with respect to the earth. 

Neutral point of low voltage side of the transformer is separately earthed within the 

substation premises and as a result of that low voltage winding is almost at zero 

potential. Therefore, the potential difference between HV winding and the LV 

winding would have significant value and also potential difference between LV 

winding and transformer body would be significant. This may lead to insulation flash 

over if the potential difference between LV winding and the transformer body 

exceeds the insulation level of LV side. This can be overcome by introducing the low 

voltage surge arresters (SPD) as shown in figure 6.1, and this may be protected from 

lightning hit in the low voltage side. PSCAD Model is to be developed for this 

purpose to analyze the proposed protection arrangement. And other variables such as 
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LT Feeder length, Number of feeders, Conductor arrangements, and Loading of the 

transformer should also be considered. 

This analysis allowed to understand the behavior of the earth electrode resistance and 

the lead wire of surge arrester to evaluate the lightning effects in the Distribution 

Substation, as well as the lightning mechanisms involved. PSCAD program is based 

in more complete models of line Arrester and Substation representation. In this 

research, the effect of lightning over voltages on lines and substations, and also the 

energy absorbed by arresters have been simulated by using the PSCAD program.  

 

Figure 6.1 Proposed Protection Arrangement for Substation 
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